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Swami:  Good evening guys, Happy Valentine’s Day. It’s only 
between the lovers or it can be to anyone? 
 
Clint:  To anyone especially to your guru.  
 
Swami: Tons of phone calls, tons of SMS. One lady I don’t know 
where she is calling. Oh my God, she’s really torturing me. I put 
her in the silence mode. Everybody enjoyed your silence? How is 
it?  
 
Students: Super! 
 
Swami: How many types of silence are there? Silence is the power. 
The violence is hidden in the silence. After the violence only the 
silence will come up. Silence is very power. Many monks and 
saints they put the cloth over their mouth, like Meher Baba. He 
was in silence like years, almost twenty-five, thirty years, just 
simply writing it. There is a big statement, “Who is really 
practicing one bijakshara for twelve years with the silence, they’ll 
get enlightenment.”  
 
After you’re not talking too much, maintaining less talk, less talk, 
less talk, then later on you can stop your human blocks, monkey 
blocks.  It’s an art to be in the silence, less talking. And also it will 
increase the lifespan. It’s true…it increases the lifespan. In 
Himalayas a lot of saints they’re enjoying majority time in the 
silence alone, very quiet, meditating.  
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Who’s maintaining the silence, that person’s sankalpam is one 
million percent strong and whatever the sankalpam siddhi will 
become fulfilled. But majority in our time, fifty percent of the time 
we’re sleeping. That time we can make it as a silence through pure 
consciousness awareness. You’re sleeping, your body is sleeping, 
but your consciousness is enjoying the silence there.  
 
After everybody was in the silence, just I scanned the energy of the 
whole ashram. I never saw the ashram is like that much peaceful. 
Intentionally I walk near the canteen when the people are eating 
the food. It’s like a war. You know war? Like too much talking, 
talking, talking, laughing… It’s good, but too much unnecessary 
dialogue creates you irritable, so the silence is good. 
 
The Ala Hala Lingam, that energy is very powerfully playing on 
every soul in my entire student’s kingdom, who is connected to 
Penukonda. The energy is flowing to their Power Spot and their 
souls. Today you won’t feel it but very soon you’ll feel it. You 
might think many times Swami promised lot of things but he’s not 
taking action anythings. Are you thinking that, Constanze? 
 
Constanze: No, I am not thinking that. 
 
Swami: The Divine is a kind of honey. The real honey has no form 
– no form. The honey is really hidden in the flowers? Who can 
answer one question, they’ll really get very quick enlightenment. 
Enlightenment means they’re eligible for immortal enlightenment. 
Give me answer to this puzzle:  
 

There’s a beautiful cow holding a lot of milk. I don’t have 
the time to get the milk, make the yogurt, get the butter out, 
then boil it and get the ghee. I want straightly the ghee from 
the cow. How is it possible?  

 
Who can answer this question straightly with one comment, 
whatever the top nine qualities, I have nine gifts – the powers, I’ll 
give the one straightly. Mother Divine is having eight powers - 
your Swami is having nine. I’m not joking. Shirdi Baba is having 
seven, Jesus Christ have the ten. 
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There’s a beautiful cow holding a lot of milk. I want straight ghee 
from the cow. I don’t have the time, the patience to go through all 
the processes. How is it possible? Don’t discuss with anybody. 
Think with your mind and your heart and your soul. How much 
time you need guys? Once you answer it, you don’t have another 
second choice. But everybody has to answer it individually on a 
piece of paper – one sentence. That is the goal.  
 
So, 9:30 I want to see everybody on their bed on the slates. Good 
luck.  Take care. 
 
As Swami was walking out, he gave a parting comment:  
 
Am I giving hard time?  That’s my job. 
 

End of Talk 
 
 
 


